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Abstract

Pipelined NLP systems have largely been

superseded by end-to-end neural model-

ing, yet nearly all commonly-used models

still require an explicit tokenization step.

While recent tokenization approaches based

on data-derived subword lexicons are less

brittle than manually engineered tokenizers,

these techniques are not equally suited to all

languages, and the use of any fixed vocab-

ulary may limit a model’s ability to adapt.

In this paper, we present CANINE, a neural

encoder that operates directly on character

sequences—without explicit tokenization or

vocabulary—and a pre-training strategy that

operates either directly on characters or op-

tionally uses subwords as a soft inductive

bias. To use its finer-grained input ef-

fectively and efficiently, CANINE combines

downsampling, which reduces the input se-

quence length, with a deep transformer

stack, which encodes context. CANINE out-

performs a comparable mBERT model by

2.8 F1 on TYDI QA, a challenging multilin-

gual benchmark, despite having 28% fewer

model parameters.

1 Introduction

End-to-end neural models have generally replaced

the traditional NLP pipeline, and with it, the

error cascades and feature engineering common

to such systems, preferring instead to let the

model automatically induce its own sophisticated

representations. Tokenization, however, is one

of few holdovers from that era, with nearly all

commonly-used models today requiring an ex-

plicit preprocessing stage to segment a raw text

string into a sequence of discrete model inputs.

CANINE: Character Architecture with No tokenization

In Neural Encoders.
Code and checkpoints will be made available on GitHub

at caninemodel.page.link/code.

Broadly speaking, tokenizers are generally either

carefully constructed systems of language-specific

rules, which are costly, requiring both manual

feature engineering and linguistic expertise, or

data-driven algorithms such as Byte Pair Encod-

ing (Sennrich et al., 2016), WordPiece (Wu et al.,

2016), or SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson,

2018) that split strings based on frequencies in a

corpus, which are less brittle and easier to scale,

but are ultimately too simplistic to properly handle

the wide range of linguistic phenomena that can’t

be captured by mere string-splitting (§2.1).

The degree of sophistication required to accu-

rately capture the full breadth of linguistic phe-

nomena, along with the infeasibility of writing

such rules by hand across all languages and do-

mains, suggests that explicit tokenization itself is

problematic. In contrast, an end-to-end model

that operates directly on raw text strings would

avoid these issues, instead learning to compose in-

dividual characters into its own arbitrarily com-

plex features, with potential benefits for both ac-

curacy and ease of use. While this change is con-

ceptually very simple—one could replace the sub-

word vocabulary in a model like BERT (Devlin

et al., 2019) with a vocabulary made solely of indi-

vidual characters—doing so leads to two immedi-

ate problems. First, the computational complexity

of a transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), the main

components in BERT as well as other state-of-the-

art models such as GPT (Radford et al., 2019;

Brown et al., 2020) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020),

grows quadratically with the length of the input.

Since standard subword models have roughly four

characters per subword on average, the 4x increase

in input sequence length would result is a signif-

icantly slower model. Second, simply switching

to a character vocabulary yields empirically poor

results (§4.2).

In order to enable tokenization-free model-

ing that overcomes these obstacles, we present
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CANINE. CANINE is a large language encoder

with a deep transformer stack at its core. Inputs to

the model are sequences of Unicode characters.1

To represent the full space of Unicode characters2

without a vocabulary, we employ a hashing strat-

egy. To avoid the potential slowdown from in-

creasing the model’s sequence length, we pass the

inputs through strided convolutions to downsam-

ple the relatively large input sequence length into

a much smaller sequence length in the deep trans-

former stack.

Like BERT, we pre-train CANINE on the

Masked Language Model (MLM) and Next Sen-

tence Prediction (NSP) tasks. For the MLM task,

CANINE offers two options:

1. A fully character-level pre-training loss that

autoregressively predicts characters within

masked spans.

2. Alternatively, rather than predicting items at

the same granularity as the input (i.e. in-

dividual characters), we instead predict the

identities of subword tokens. Critically, how-

ever, this tokenization is used only for the tar-

get output of the pre-training task; the tokens

are never passed as input to the encoder, and

the tokenizer and subword vocabulary can be

safely discarded after pre-training. By read-

ing characters yet predicting subword tokens,

we are effectively converting the hard token-

boundary constraint found in other models

into a soft inductive bias in CANINE. This

design choice also results in a sharper decou-

pling of the training stages since pre-training

no longer ties fine-tuning tasks to a particular

tokenization and vocabulary.

In this article, we contribute:

• the first pre-trained tokenization-free deep

encoder;

• an efficient model architecture that directly

encodes long sequences of characters with

speed comparable to vanilla BERT; and

• a model that performs no tokenization on the

input, thus avoiding that lossy information

bottleneck.

1We consider splitting on Unicode characters to be

tokenization-free because it depends only on the (determinis-

tic) process defined by the Unicode standard, and not on any

models, hand-crafted rules, or external linguistic knowledge.
2Unicode defines 1,114,112 total “codepoints”, of which

I.
�J» k-t-b “write” (root form)

�I.
��J
�
» kataba “he wrote”

�I.

���J
�
» kattaba “he made (someone) write”

�I.
��
�
��J
�
» @� iktataba “he signed up”

Table 1: Non-concatenative morphology in Arabic.4

The root contains only consonants; when conjugat-

ing, vowels, and sometimes consonants, are interleaved

with the root. The root is not separable from its inflec-

tion via any contiguous split.

2 Motivation

2.1 Linguistic pitfalls of tokenization

Subword tokenizers are the de-facto standard in

modern NLP. These include Byte Pair Encoding

(BPE), WordPiece, and SentencePiece, which use

vocabularies derived from statistical analyses of

a corpus: a common string is more likely to be

memorized as a unit, whereas rare strings are

split into smaller constituents. While successfully

adopted by state-of-the-art models (Devlin et al.,

2019; Raffel et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020), sub-

word tokenizers are no panacea, with issues aris-

ing in both monolingual and multilingual contexts.

Even in high-resource languages, subword

models still tend to struggle on challenging do-

mains, such as informal text which often includes

typos, spelling variation,5 transliteration, or emoji

(O’Connor et al., 2010). BERT, which uses Word-

Piece tokenization, is sensitive to corruptions of

the input, both natural typos (Sun et al., 2020)

and adversarial manipulations (Pruthi et al., 2019),

with some of the loss attributable to corrupted

strings no longer being covered by the vocabulary.

Subword algorithms are limited to only simple

word-splitting operations. While this is perhaps a

reasonable approach for a language with impov-

erished morphology such as English, it is much

less appropriate in the face of phenomena like

agglutinative morphology (Turkish, Greenlandic),

non-concatenative morphology (Arabic, Hebrew),

reduplication (Tagalog, Kiswahili), compounding

(German, Japanese), consonant mutation (Welsh),

vowel harmony (Finnish), and more.

Even seemingly safe heuristics used by these

only 143,698 are assigned to characters as of Unicode 13.0.

This covers 154 scripts and over 900 languages.
5For example, speakers of Spanish and Italian may drop

accents when typing.
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algorithms, such as splitting on whitespace and

punctuation, are problematic when applied to lan-

guages that do not use spaces between words

(Thai, Chinese) or use punctuation as consonants

(Hawaiian6, Twi7). While SentencePiece does of-

fer the option to skip whitespace splitting, it is

not typically used due to poor empirical perfor-

mance8 showing that, when unconstrained by tra-

ditional word boundaries, it can produce arbitrar-

ily long spans and degrade model performance

perhaps due to excessive memorization (§2.2).

Fixed vocabulary methods can also force mod-

elers to choose between difficult preprocessing

tradeoffs: should one keep accents, casing, etc.

and avoid destructive preprocessing?—Or keep

such orthographic information and risk important

words dropping out of the frequency-based vocab-

ulary altogether due to the presence of multiple

variants of otherwise-similar words? For instance,

mBERT initially removed all diacritics, thus elid-

ing tense information in Spanish9 and conflating

many unrelated words in Vietnamese.10

Finally, using a fixed vocabulary during pre-

training also creates complications for down-

stream tasks, which are subsequently tied to

the same tokenizer and vocabulary, even if not

well-suited for the target domain and/or end-

task. Boukkouri et al. (2020) showed that BERT’s

Wikipedia+BooksCorpus WordPiece vocabulary

results in excessive segmentation when fine-tuning

on medical data, diminishing the benefit of pre-

training as a strategy.

2.2 Enabling better generalization

Much as Tenney et al. (2019) showed that large en-

coders learn elements of the classic NLP pipeline,

it seems natural to let the model discover tokeniza-

tion as well. With this in mind, we seek an ap-

proach that can better generalize beyond the or-

4From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabic_

verbs#Derivational_categories,_conjugations
6Hawaiian uses an apostrophe to indicate a glottal stop.
7Informal Twi uses a right paren ) to represent the letter O.
8
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece/

blob/master/doc/experiments.md
9Spanish past tense uses an accented final vowel.

10Vietnamese uses diacritics to indicate tones—often the

only difference among several unrelated content words.

thographic forms encountered during pre-training.

In terms of scientific inquiry, we would like to

know whether we can build models that learn how

to compose words where appropriate, and memo-

rize them where memorization is needed. Large

frequency-derived vocabularies partially mitigate

this problem by simply memorizing more, but lan-

guage inherently requires aspects of both memo-

rization and composition. If we model language

without tokenizers, we can then study how and

when our models are capable of these behaviors,

potentially allowing models to go beyond our intu-

itions of how language ought to behave. By build-

ing a model that directly engages with these issues

within the small scale of word composition, we

hope to enable future work studying these prob-

lems at larger scales such as phrasal constructions.

Large vocabulary embedding matrices also suf-

fer from the problem that they will likely have

many infrequent vocabulary elements for which

good embeddings will not be learned, since em-

beddings that are rarely accessed during pre-

training will not be updated much beyond their

random initializations. This can lead to missed

opportunities for generalization. For instance,

subword tokenizers like SentencePiece and byte-

level BPE (Wang et al., 2019) prevent out-of-

vocabulary tokens via byte-fallback; byte-level to-

kens might be poorly estimated given they are up-

dated only in the absence of alternative segmenta-

tions. Generalization is also hindered for vocab-

ulary elements that are slight orthographic varia-

tions, where one is very infrequent. For exam-

ple, a model may estimate a very good embed-

ding for a common vocabulary element kitten but a

poor embedding for the less frequent element kit-

tens since the model has no knowledge that they

are related. On the other hand, a character-based

model in which both words co-estimate shared

weights should allow even infrequent words to

receive good representations, provided they have

some degree of overlap with more frequent words.

While intuitively practitioners may assume that

subword algorithms separate words into units that

are semantically/linguistically reasonable, yield-

ing a consistent root plus affixes; however, this is

often not the case (see Table 3 in results).

2.3 Reducing engineering effort

Mature tokenizers often include years of hand-

engineered rules around special cases such as hash

3



tags (O’Connor et al., 2010), email addresses,

URLs, and handling unknown words;11 even fairly

minimal modern tokenizers include initial word-

splitting heuristics followed by a specific algo-

rithm and vocabulary for further breaking these to-

kens into subwords.

Preprocessing heuristics also change over time.

Some of these tokenizer improvements may be in-

tended to have large effects on the overall vocabu-

lary and so should be kept with a particular model

version to avoid mismatches with older vocabu-

laries while other tokenizer improvements may be

incremental fixes intended to roll out to existing

models immediately, complicating versioning.

Modern pre-trained models also have many re-

quirements throughout their lifecycle: Between

the time a model is pre-trained, fine-tuned, and

served—potentially months or years apart—its

weights and model implementation may be con-

verted to be compatible with another toolkit, its

fine-tuning data may be tokenized in a different

way, and the natural distribution of words may be

quite different. All of these things introduce ample

opportunities for mismatches to arise between to-

kenization and the vocabulary from pre-training.

Yet this same pre-training paradigm presents an

advantage for character-level models: we now

have access to a far larger amount of (unsuper-

vised) data to learn word composition from char-

acters; without transfer learning, this has histori-

cally been impractical for many tasks having little

supervised data.

3 CANINE

CANINE consists of three primary components:

(1) a vocabulary-free technique for embedding

text; (2) a character-level model that is efficient

by means of downsampling and upsampling; and

(3) an effective means of performing masked lan-

guage modeling on a character-level model.

3.1 Model

CANINE is designed to be a minimally modified

variant of the deep transformer stack found in

modern encoders such as GPT, (m)BERT, XLM,

and XLM-R such that its architecture is easily us-

able in other models in this family. The simplest

implementation of such a model at the character-

11For example, should a subword containing an unknown

character be a separate token, or should the unknown charac-

ter be separated as its own token?

level would be to simply feed in characters at each

position rather than subwords. However, this ap-

proach would result in far more sequence positions

given the same input text, leading to linearly more

compute in the transformer’s feed forward lay-

ers and quadratically more compute in the trans-

former’s self-attention layers.

The overall form of the CANINE model is the

composition of a downsampling function DOWN,

a primary encoder ENCODE, and an upsampling

function UP;12 given an input sequence of char-

acter embeddings e ∈ R
n×d with length n and

dimensionality d:

Yseq ← UP (ENCODE (DOWN(e)))

where Yseq ∈ R
n×d is the final representation for

sequence prediction tasks. Similarly, for classifi-

cation tasks, the model simply uses the zeroth ele-

ment of the primary encoder:

ycls ← [ENCODE (DOWN(e))]0

Preprocessing: Like existing models, the input

to CANINE must ultimately be represented as a se-

quence of integers, but because the nature of char-

acters is well-defined and standardized by Uni-

code, preprocessing code that would typically be

hundreds or thousands of lines can be replaced by

a very simple procedure: just iterate over the char-

acters in the input string, and return their code-

point integer values (i.e., a single line13 in Python).

Furthermore, because codepoint values are part

of the Unicode Standard, they are documented

publicly, already supported by programming lan-

guages, and will not change over time, unlike ar-

bitrary vocabulary-based IDs.

Character hash embeddings: CANINE embeds

these codepoint integers using multiple hash func-

tions, a vocabulary-free generalization of the word

hash embedding trick (Svenstrup et al., 2017).

This allows CANINE models to represent all 143k

Unicode characters14 with a relatively small num-

ber of parameters. And because the model always

12Enveloping the attention stack between downsampling

and upsampling layers is similar to the Funnel-Transformer

(Dai et al., 2020), which operates on WordPiece. However,

many of its design choices (e.g., average pooling, their resid-

ual structure) did not work for us, since we are dealing with

fundamentally different representations.
13Python preprocessing: [ord(c) for c in text]
14
https://unicode.org/versions/Unicode13.0.0
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Figure 1: CANINE neural architecture.

supports all codepoints, it is possible to learn rep-

resentations during fine-tuning for characters (and,

by extension, words, scripts, etc) never seen dur-

ing pre-training, while still leveraging what pre-

training learned about word composition and sen-

tence structure.

More formally, given a single codepoint15 xi ∈
N, we look up an embedding slice from each of

B hash buckets, each of which has dimensionality

d′ = d/K such that each hash function performs a

LOOKUP into its own embedding matrix in R
B×d

′

:

ei ←
K
⊕

k

LOOKUPk

(

Hk(xi)%B, d′
)

where ⊕ denotes vector concatenation. That is, a

single character embedding of dimension d is cre-

ated by concatenating K slices of size d′, where

each slice is taken from a different embedding ma-

trix, and determined by a different hash function.

While each individual hash function is subject to

hash collisions, the effect of this on the model is

minimal since it only affects a small portion of the

codepoint’s overall embedding. We refer to these

as the character embeddings e ∈ R
n×d. In our ex-

periments, we use d = 768, K = 8, and B = 16k.

Downsampling: To make CANINE efficient, we

use a multi-part downsampling strategy. First, we

encode characters using a single-layer block-wise

local attention transformer. This model performs

self-attention only within each block of a pre-

15Conceptually, each codepoint is a character; however,

the definition of a Unicode codepoint is precise and unam-

biguous.

defined size,16 saving the quadratic cost of atten-

tion while leveraging the linguistic intuition that

word composition—i.e., the kind of composition

relevant in the lowest layers of the model (Ten-

ney et al., 2019)—tends to happen at a very local

level. Next, we use a strided convolution to reduce

the number of sequence positions to be similar to

that of a word piece model.17 (Jiang et al., 2020)

Given character embeddings e ∈ R
n×d with a se-

quence length of n characters and dimensionality

d, we use a strided convolution to downsample by

a rate of r:

hinit ← LOCALTRANSFORMER1(e)

hdown ← STRIDEDCONV(hinit, r)

We refer to this output as the downsampled po-

sitions: hdown ∈ R
m×d where m = n/r is the

number of downsampled positions. In our exper-

iments, we use r = 4 and n = 2048 such that

m = 512, giving CANINE’s primary encoder—the

transformer stack—the same form as mBERT.

Deep transformer stack: After downsampling,

CANINE applies a deep transformer stack with

L layers to the resulting downsampled positions.

This is the same as the core of BERT and deriva-

tive models and remains the core of CANINE in

that it accounts for the vast majority of its com-

pute and parameters. We note that this middle

portion of the model could easily be replaced with

any other sequence-to-sequence model including

those with better compute performance such as

16We use a window of 128 characters in our experiments.
17In our experiments, we found a downsampling rate of 4X

to result in high quality with a speed comparable to BERT.
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Performer (Choromanski et al., 2020), Big Bird

(Zaheer et al., 2020), RFA (Peng et al., 2021),

ETC (Ainslie et al., 2020), etc. This portion of the

model yields a new downsampled representation

h′

down ∈ R
m×d:

h′

down ← TRANSFORMERL(hdown)

ycls = [h′

down]0

Upsampling: While the above architecture is

sufficient for classification tasks, sequence predic-

tion tasks require that the model expose an output

layer with the same sequence length as the input

(i.e. characters remain the input and output “API”

of the model for tasks such as tagging and span

prediction). We reconstruct a character-level out-

put representation by first concatenating the out-

put of the original character transformer (above)

with the downsampled representation output by

the deep transformer stack (i.e. each downsampled

position is associated with exactly 4 characters for

a downsampling rate of 4, and thus the positions

of the deep transformer stack are replicated before

concatenation). More formally,

hup ← CONV
(

hinit ⊕ h′

down, w
)

yseq ← TRANSFORMER1

(

hup

)

where⊕ indicates vector concatenation of the rep-

resentations (i.e. not sequences) such that CONV

projects from R
n×2d back to R

n×d across a win-

dow of w characters.18 Applying a final trans-

former layer (standard, not local) yields a final se-

quence representation yseq ∈ R
n×d.

Residual connections: While the initial charac-

ter encoder (before downsampling) and final char-

acter encoder (after upsampling) both represent

character positions, they conceptually have very

different purposes in the network. Intuitively, we

think of the initial character encoder as composing

characters to create a more word-like representa-

tion, while the final character encoder is extract-

ing the in-context representation that’s relevant for

predicting the “meaning” of the content at each

position; CANINE must be able to deal with addi-

tional ambiguity here since a single downsampled

position may span more than one word. Because

of the different roles of these induced features, we

do not use residual connections between hinit and

hup.

18We use w = 4 in our experiments.

3.2 Pre-training

Recent pre-trained models ranging from BERT to

T5 have largely used variations on a masked lan-

guage model (MLM) task (also known as a span

corruption task) as an unsupervised pre-training

loss function—a means of generating synthetic ex-

amples that are not from any realistic task, yet

prepare a model to learn realistic tasks in future

phases of training (i.e., fine-tuning). The CANINE

pre-training procedure retains the MLM task, but

with modifications that are relevant in the con-

text of a character-based model. CANINE offers

two pre-training strategies, both of which yield a

tokenization-free model following pre-training. In

our experiments, we use only one loss at a time.

3.2.1 Autoregressive Character Loss

Span-wise masking: CANINE’s autoregressive

character loss masks several character spans

within each sequence. These spans are chosen

based on whitespace boundaries. No punctuation

splitting nor other heuristics are used. All char-

acters within the masked span are replaced by a

special “mask” codepoint in the input.19 Random

replacements are chosen from the vocabulary of

same-length subwords.

Span prediction: CANINE autoregressively pre-

dicts the masked characters. The order of the

masked positions is shuffled such that masked con-

text is not necessarily revealed left-to-right, but

rather a single character at a time.

3.2.2 Optional Subword Loss

Span-wise masking: Rather than using whites-

pace to determine boundaries for contiguous mask

spans, in CANINE’s subword loss each span cor-

responds to a single subword. As with the au-

toregressive loss, all characters within the masked

span are replaced with a special mask codepoint.

No random subword replacement is performed as

there is no subword vocabulary.20

Span prediction: Within each masked character

span, CANINE’s subword loss randomly selects a

character position where the model will make a

prediction; the model predicts the identity of the

masked subword via softmax. The associated sub-

word embeddings are discarded after pre-training.

19We use Unicode characters in the private use block such

that the input remains a valid Unicode string.
20Though we expect that future work on vocabulary-free

random replacement may improve quality.
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Example TYDIQA TYDIQA

Model Input MLM r Length / sec Params SELECTP MINSPAN

mBERT (public) Subwords Subwords – 512 – 179M 63.1 50.5

mBERT (ours) Subwords Subwords – 512 9000 179M 63.2 51.2

Chars Single Chars 1 2048 925 127M 59.5 (-3.7) 43.7 (-7.5)

Chars Subwords 1 2048 900 127M 63.8 (+0.6) 50.2 (-1.0)

CANINE-S Chars Subwords 4 2048 6400 127M 66.0 (+2.8) 52.5 (+1.3)

CANINE-C Chars Autoreg. Chars 4 2048 6050 127M 65.7 (+2.5) 53.0 (+1.8)

Table 2: Direct comparison between mBERT (rows 1–2) and CANINE (rows 5–6) on TyDi QA. Public mBERT

results are taken from the TyDi QA paper. Rows 3 and 4 show simple baselines that yield inefficient / low-quality

performance. Despite operating on 4x more sequence positions, CANINE remains comparable to mBERT in terms

of speed. Pre-training example/sec are shown for our reported hardware (see Setup, §4.1). r represents the ratio for

downsampling. Parameters are calculated at fine-tuning time. All results are averaged over 3 fine-tuning replicas.

TYDI QA scores are F1 scores, macro-averaged across languages. Deltas from our mBERT (the most comparable

baseline) are shown in parentheses.

3.2.3 Targeted Upsampling

By design, each final character representation (af-

ter upsampling) is a function of the output of the

initial character encoder (before downsampling)

and the output of the deep transformer stack—

there are no inter-position dependencies across the

upsampled sequence. This depends on the up-

sampler using position-wise feed-forward projec-

tions and a single transformer layer. During pre-

training, we leverage this design to improve speed

by only performing upsampling on the sequence

positions that will be used by the MLM task p.

More formally, we use the following equivalent

form of the UP function during pre-training:

h∗

up ← GATHER
(

p, hup

)

y∗

seq ← TRANSFORMER1

(

Q = h∗

up, KV = hup

)

3.2.4 Modularity

Unlike previous models, CANINE removes both

the vocabulary and tokenization algorithm as fos-

silized parts of the final model that must be repli-

cated during fine-tuning and prediction. Regard-

less of which pre-training loss is chosen (char-

acters or subwords), the use of these compo-

nents in CANINE is limited to a detail of the pre-

training procedure—an inductive bias of the loss

function—that is then discarded. The fine-tuning

and prediction phases of the model lifecycle never

have any knowledge of what vocabulary or to-

kenization algorithm (if any) were used in pre-

training. This allows the model to natively pro-

cess untokenized data, or even process data that

has been pre-processed by different tokenizers, a

situation that would otherwise introduce a signifi-

cant skew between training phases.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

TYDI QA: Primary Tasks TYDI QA is a

dataset of information-seeking questions in 11 ty-

pologically diverse languages (Clark et al., 2020).

Questions are written before answers, leading to

less lexical and morphological overlap between

the questions and their answers, which are drawn

from each language’s Wikipedia. We evaluate on

the two primary tasks.21

Passage Selection Task (SELECTP): Given a

list of the passages in a Wikipedia article, return

either the index of the passage that answers the

question, or return NULL if the article contains no

acceptable answer.

Minimal Answer Span Task (MINSPAN):

Given the full text of a Wikipedia article, return the

start and end byte indices of the minimal span that

completely answers the question. Alternatively, a

system may indicate that the article does not con-

tain an answer, or return YES or NO for yes/no type

questions.

Direct Comparison with mBERT In order to

determine which pre-training architecture pro-

duces better quality downstream predictions, we

compare CANINE to mBERT, which we re-

implemented and re-trained in order to hold as

many variables as possible constant. Note that we

21As opposed to the simplified TYDIQA-GOLDP task,

which is part of the XTREME meta-benchmark.
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intentionally do not compare against public pre-

trained checkpoints that use different pre-training

corpora since (a) this would be a major confound-

ing variable and (b) most publicly available pre-

trained models are simply instantiations of BERT,

including XLM-R22 and X-STILTS.23

Setup We pre-train on the multilingual

Wikipedia data of mBERT, which includes

104 languages. Similarly, we reuse mBERT’s

exponential smoothing technique to weight the

languages within the pre-training samples. We

train for 124k steps with batch size 4096 (2.5

passes over the data) using the LAMB optimizer

(You et al., 2020) with a linearly decayed learning

rate of 0.018 where 2.5% of the steps are used

for warm-up. We use a sequence length of 512

for mBERT, and 2048 for CANINE, which results

in 512 downsampled positions in its core deep

transformer stack. We pre-train on 64 Cloud

TPUs (v3). For both mBERT and CANINE-S

(CANINE with the subword loss), we select 15%

of subwords for the MLM loss and predict up to

80 output positions; 80% of these are masked in

the input, 10% are randomly replaced, and 10%

are unmodified. For CANINE-C (CANINE with

the autoregressive character loss), we select 15%

of contiguous spans for the MLM loss and predict

up to 320 output characters, and no random

replacement is performed. For TYDI QA, we

use a maximum answer length of 100 characters,

which is approximately the 99th percentile answer

length.

4.2 Results

Our main result is shown in Table 2. CANINE-S

(CANINE with the subword loss) improves over

mBERT in the TYDI QA SELECTP task by 2.8 F1,

while using about 30% fewer parameters. Simi-

larly, CANINE-C (CANINE with the autoregressive

character loss), improves over mBERT by 2.5 F1.

We also present results from some ablation

models as additional baselines in rows 3-4 of Ta-

ble 2. First, for row 3, we simply replace BERT’s

subword vocabulary with a pure character vocabu-

lary, which makes characters both the input gran-

ularity and the unit of masking and prediction for

the MLM task, and observe that not only is the

22XLM-R instantiates BERT with a larger pre-training cor-

pus, larger model size, and larger vocabulary size.
23X-STILTS performs English fine-tuning on an existing

XLM-R checkpoint. (Phang et al., 2020)

model 10X slower than subword-based BERT, but

the quality also suffers greatly. Then, for row 4,

we modify that model to use subwords for mask-

ing and MLM predictions, while keeping charac-

ters as the input granularity, and we see a substan-

tial quality improvement, though pre-training re-

mains extremely slow. Finally, by comparing to

the full CANINE model in row 5, we can see that

adding the downsampling strategy improves speed

by 700%, and also leads to an additional small

bump in quality. We speculate that this additional

quality gain comes from giving the model a better

inductive bias toward more word-like units within

the deep transformer stack.

Analysis CANINE fares particularly well on

morphologically rich languages such as Kiswahili.

Table 3 shows examples where CANINE out-

performs mBERT on the TYDI QA SELECTP

task. In particular, we observe examples where

Kiswahili’s rich morphology does not hinder the

matching process for CANINE.

4.3 Ablations

In Table 4, we consider minor modifications to the

final CANINE architecture, and evaluate effect of

each on the downstream quality of the model.

Attending directly to h′

down We use hup as the

query sequence to the transformer in order to get

a character-like sequence while using h′

down as the

key-value sequence to the transformer results in

far less attention computation such that:

y+
seq = TRANSFORMER1

(

Q = hup, KV = h′

down

)

While this change reduces the overall FLOPS of

the model, it does not have a major effect on pre-

training throughput while it does substantially de-

grade quality.

Number of hash buckets We reduce the num-

ber of hash buckets from 16k to 8k, which sig-

nificantly hinders the model’s performance in the

MINSPAN task.

Character vocab We switch from our hash-

based no-vocabulary strategy to using a normal

character vocabulary (which we derive from the

pre-training corpus). We observe that this under-

performs the hashing approach. We speculate that

this might be due to skew between the pre-training

corpus and the final downstream task.
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Question Passage Answer

Chelsea ina milikiwa na nani? Kwa kawaida Chelsea huvaa jezi ya blu, kaptula blu na soksi nyeupe. Nembo ya

klabu imebadilishwa mara nyingi kulingana na wakati na kuboresha muonekano

wa klabu. Nembo ya sasa inaonesha picha ya simba akiwa amebeba mkuki.

Tangu Julai 2003, Chelsea imekuwa ikimilikiwa na Bilionea wa Kirusi, Roman

Abramovich.

Who owns Chelsea? Chelsea usually wear blue jerseys, blue shorts and white socks. The club logo

has been changed many times over time and improved the club’s appearance.

The current emblem shows a picture of a lion carrying a spear. Since July 2003,

Chelsea has been owned by Russian billionaire Roman Abramovich.

Kampuni isambazayo umeme nchini

Kenya inaitwaje?

Kenya Power and Lighting (KPLC) ni kampuni inayohusika na maambukizi ya

umeme na usambazaji wa umeme nchini Kenya.

What is the name of the company that

distributes electricity in Kenya?

Kenya Power and Lighting (KPLC) is a company responsible for electricity trans-

mission and distribution in Kenya.

Table 3: Kiswahili examples in which CANINE improved over mBERT in the TYDI QA SELECTP task. On

examining the mBERT’s subword tokenization, we observe that the segmentations do not align well, putting more

pressure on the model to combine them and more opportunities for some embeddings to be poorly estimated.

Top: The model must match a key word in the question milikiwa (own) to a morphological variant in the an-

swer iki-milikiwa (to be owned). mBERT’s WordPiece segmentation produces milik -iwa and iki -mi -iki -wa for

these, respectively. Bottom: The model must match i-sambaza-yo (distributes) in the question with u-sambaza-ji

(distribution). mBERT’s WordPiece segmentation produces isam -ba -za -yo and usa -mba -zaj -i.

Input character dimension We reduce the em-

bedding size of the initial character encoder (i.e.

the embedding size of hinit and e—not hup nor

yseq) and observe that quality falls off rapidly.

No initial transformer We remove the local

transformer from hinit and similarly observed a

marked reduction in quality.

Increased downsampling While more aggres-

sive downsampling (a factor of 5X or 6X, rather

than 4X) brings substantial speed gains, the

passage-level quality degrades substantially and

the minimal span predictions suffer even more.

No position-limited MLM When we do not use

the trick of applying the final character trans-

former (yseq) only to the positions that will be

computed by the MLM task, we observe a large

reduction in speed. Since this model is theoreti-

cally equivalent in terms of operations, we show

only the speed for exposition.

5 Related Work

5.1 Improvements to subword tokenization

Further improvements to standard subword tok-

enization like Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich

et al., 2016), WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016), and

SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) have

been proposed. Subword regularization (Kudo,

2018) and BPE-dropout (Provilkov et al., 2020)

recognize that deterministic segmentation during

training limits the ability to leverage morphol-

ogy and word composition; instead, they sam-

ple at random one of the multiple tokenizations

of the training input, made possible by the in-

herent ambiguity of subword vocabularies. Wang

et al. (2021) recently expanded on this paradigm

to enforce consistency of predictions over differ-

ent segmentations. Unigram LM (Kudo, 2018), a

segmentation technique that builds its vocabulary

top-down, was shown to align with morphology

better than BPE on modern pre-trained encoders

(Bostrom and Durrett, 2020).

Other efforts have built hybrid models that op-

erate on multiple granularities, combining charac-

ters with whitespace-separated tokens (Luong and

Manning, 2016) or different subword vocabularies

(Zhang and Li, 2020).

5.2 Character-level models

Following the larger NLP trend, character-level

n-gram models (Huang et al., 2013; Wieting

et al., 2016; Bojanowski et al., 2017) have mostly

been replaced by neural networks. While gener-

ally lagging behind their word-level counterparts,

character-level models are crucial for morpholog-

ically rich languages and special linguistic phe-

nomena (Garrette and Baldridge, 2013).

For language modeling Character language

models (CLMs) have used vanilla RNN architec-
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TYDIQA TYDIQA

Example SELECTP MINSPAN

Condition / sec F1 F1

Attend to h
′

down (instead of hup) 6400 64.5 52.2

8k codepoint hash buckets (instead of 16k) 6400 64.1 (-0.4) 50.5 (-1.7)

Character vocab (no hashing) 6400 64.6 (+/-) 51.2 (-1.0)

Input character dim 384 (instead of 768) 6600 62.9 (-1.2) 49.3 (-1.2)

Input character dim 192 (instead of 768) 6400 61.7 (-2.4) 47.3 (-3.2)

No initial character transformer 6700 63.2 (-1.4) 48.3 (-2.9)

Downsample by a factor of 5 (instead of 4) 7000 62.9 (-1.7) 49.2 (-2.0)

Downsample by a factor of 6 (instead of 4) 9200 62.7 (-1.9) 47.6 (-3.6)

Don’t limit final character transformer to MLM positions 5200 — —

CANINE-S 6400 66.0 52.5

Table 4: Ablation experiments on the CANINE model. Deltas are shown in parentheses with regard to the top-most

experiment, which serves as the baseline configuration for all experiments in this table. Each result is averaged

over 3 fine-tuning and evaluation replicas.

tures to produce distributions over sequences of

characters in a purely tokenization-free manner

(Sutskever et al., 2011; Graves, 2013; Hwang and

Sung, 2017; Radford et al., 2018). Hierarchical

RNNs modeled the assumption that language op-

erates on increasing layers of abstraction: Chung

et al. (2017) jointly trained a sub-module to seg-

ment the character-level input into larger spans at

each layer of a stacked LSTM.

Due to the consistent lag in performance behind

their word-level counterparts, attention shifted

from pure CLMs towards merely character-aware

models, still reliant on traditional tokenization.

Some hybrid models processed the input at char-

acter level, but predicted words from a closed vo-

cabulary (Kim et al., 2016; Gerz et al., 2018).

Others reintroduced explicit tokenization on the

input side, and either generated bursts of char-

acter sequences that formed an open vocabulary

(Kawakami et al., 2017) or used a character-only

generator as a fallback when the main closed-

vocabulary word generator produced a rare or un-

known token (Matthews et al., 2019; Mielke and

Eisner, 2019). Especially after the popularization

of the inherently ambiguous subword vocabular-

ies like BPE, several studies removed the assump-

tion of a single correct input segmentation and

marginalized over all possible segmentations (Van

et al., 2017; Buckman and Neubig, 2018; Grave

et al., 2019).

Coming full circle, Kawakami et al. (2019) in-

duced a lexicon without any explicit supervision,

reverting back to pure CLMs. In a revitalized ef-

fort to bring them on-par with coarser granulari-

ties, researchers leveraged external resources such

as grounding in vision (Kawakami et al., 2019) or

multi-task learning together with supervised mor-

phology tasks (Blevins and Zettlemoyer, 2019).

After the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) re-

placed RNNs as the dominant architecture in NLP,

character-level models followed. Al-Rfou et al.

(2019) showed that byte-level vanilla Transform-

ers significantly underperform their word-level

counterparts. A similar finding was reported by

Radford et al. (2019). Although the gap has been

reduced (Choe et al., 2019), subword transformers

remain the status quo for pure language modeling.

For specific tasks In parallel with LM efforts,

the neural machine translation (NMT) commu-

nity sought to solve its open-vocabulary problem

via character-level modeling. Luong and Man-

ning (2016) proposed a hybrid model that operated

mainly at word level, but consulted a character-

level LSTM for unknown words; this was a prac-

tical compromise, as their character-only model

took 3 months to train. Lee et al. (2017) en-

abled pure character NMT by shortening the in-

put length via convolutional, pooling, and high-

way layers. Notably, their many-to-English model

outperformed its subword counterpart and most

bilingual baselines, with a 35% increase in train-

ing time (on a single GPU) compared to a baseline

BPE-to-char model. CANINE has a similar moti-

vation, but operates in the context of pre-trained

transformers; training is 7x faster compared to a

char-to-char baseline (on TPU v3), and has a 28%

increase in training time over mBERT (Table 2).
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Character-level information has been leveraged

for many other end tasks as well, including: text

classification (Zhang et al., 2015; Zhang and Le-

cun, 2017), part-of-speech tagging and named en-

tity recognition (Gillick et al., 2016; Akbik et al.,

2018; Pinter et al., 2019), named entity detec-

tion (Yu et al., 2018), dependency parsing (Va-

nia et al., 2018), and machine reading compre-

hension (Hewlett et al., 2018). Character infor-

mation proved particularly useful for low-resource

languages (Xie et al., 2018), phenomena such

as code-switching and transliteration (Ball and

Garrette, 2018), and rich morphology (Vania and

Lopez, 2017), which had previously received spe-

cial modeling including adaptor grammars (Botha

and Blunsom, 2013).

For transfer learning Token-based models

have also been augmented with character-level

information in the context of transfer learn-

ing, where encoders trained with unsupervised

objectives are repurposed to solve downstream

tasks. Pinter et al. (2017) addressed the out-of-

vocabulary problem of static pre-trained word em-

beddings by training a model to map the surface of

a word to its pre-trained representation, and used it

on unknown words. ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), a

bidirectional LSTM model, applied character con-

volutions to its whitespace-separated input tokens.

CharacterBERT (Boukkouri et al., 2020) ported

this technique to BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), aug-

menting its existing WordPiece-tokenized input.

Consistent with previous observations that feed-

ing characters into a transformer stack comes

with a huge computational cost while not improv-

ing over tokenization-based approaches (Al-Rfou

et al., 2019), a BERT model fine-tuned for seman-

tic parsing achieved gains only when characters

complemented subwords (van Noord et al., 2020).

5.3 Multilingual models

Recently, multilingual NLP has been dominated

by deep pre-trained multilingual models whose

subword vocabularies are shared across languages.

Such models borrow their architectures from

monolingual predecessors and apply joint training

in over 100 languages, either with unsupervised

LM objectives: mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019), mT5

(Xue et al., 2020), or with additional translation

objectives: XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019),

XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020).

Despite unprecedented quality and engineering

convenience, these models suffer from the curse of

multilinguality (Conneau et al., 2020) and disfa-

vor low-resource languages. Modeling-based so-

lutions injected per-language adapters in the net-

work (Artetxe et al., 2020; Pfeiffer et al., 2020).

Others revisited the shared multilingual vocabu-

lary: Chung et al. (2020) formed language clus-

ters and unioned per-cluster vocabularies, while

Xu et al. (2020) added a pre-pre-training stage to

their Chinese-Japanese model, replacing charac-

ters with their morphological clusters. In order

to accommodate for languages unseen during pre-

training, Wang et al. (2020) proposed to extend the

original vocabulary and continue pre-training.

While shared subword vocabularies proved to

be a practical compromise that allows handling

multiple languages within the same network, they

are suboptimal when targeting a specific language;

recent work reports gains from customized single-

language vocabularies (Delobelle et al., 2020).

To the best of our knowledge, CANINE is the

first character-level pre-trained deep encoder that

is entirely tokenization-free, in both monolingual

and multilingual literature.

6 Future Work

In this work, we have focused on evaluating

CANINE on established community benchmarks.

However, CANINE has the potential to be even

more effective on noisy text, such as that encoun-

tered on the web or on social media where mis-

spellings and creative use of orthography are much

more common—this is true even for isolating lan-

guages24 such as English. Similarly, CANINE is

designed with the linguistic properties of morpho-

logically rich languages in mind, including agglu-

tinative, infix, and polysynthetic morphology. Fur-

ther evaluation is needed to test prediction quality

under these conditions.

CANINE also opens up the opportunity to use

multiple knowledge sources as sources of induc-

tive bias at pre-training time, even if they have

inconsistent token boundaries. For example, it is

possible to use multiple segmenters, vocabularies,

NER systems, etc. in the MLM task since all

boundaries can trivially be expressed in terms of

character boundaries and downstream tasks need

not have any knowledge of those components’ to-

kenization schemes when used in CANINE.

24Isolating languages tend to have a low morpheme-to-

word ratio due to using very little inflectional morphology.
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7 Conclusion

In this article, we described CANINE, which is, to

our knowledge, the first pre-trained encoder for

language understanding that uses a tokenization-

free, vocabulary-free model, while surpassing the

quality of models built on top of heuristic tokeniz-

ers. CANINE eliminates many engineering pitfalls

for practitioners, and opens up new research direc-

tions for the community.
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